
In the name of Allah, The Gracious, Ever merciful! 

 

My dear Mr. or Mrs. Rabwahqadian (your fake name), 

Assalam O Alaikum W. W. ! 

Since you are hiding your real name and I do not have your real name and even 
sex. It will be impossible for me to know your name or sex to address you 
properly. I hope you will not mind the way I addressed you. We requested you 
to read some articles, news, letters and books first on our website 
www.alghulam.com and listen some presentations, questions answer sessions 
and sermons delivered by Hazrat Abdul Ghaffar Sahib (atb) and some of  his 
believers and you will find all answers of your very simple questions. Even, I can 
guarantee you that this effort (going through the website and it’s contents) will 
not only be extremely useful for you but also for your family members or friends, 
if you have any!  

Hazrat Sahib’s (atb) schedule is extremely busy and he has given all the answers 
in very detail to these kind of questions and even much more intelligent 
questions asked by our Muslim, Ahmadi Muslims and Lahori Ahmadi brothers and 
sisters. I hope you will also understand that we do not have many resources or 
man power, at least at this time, like other Jama’ats or groups are enjoying. And 
I will also encourage you to understand that all “Elahi Jama’ats” were always 
weak and had very limited recourses at the beginning.  

I will try to remind you that when Hazrat Isa (as) came about 2000 years ago, 
no one from Bani Israel believed, except those 11 or 12 people who believed in 
the message of this innocent messenger of Allah, will be that much popular in 
this world and his (as) believers will become the largest religious Jama’at in this 
world and they will be present every where in  this entire earth (of course their 
beliefs are totally against the teachings of Hazrat Isa, as, and now they have 
nothing to do with Isa (as)) Also remember that when Hazrat Abu Harayra (R) 
used to say that we will rule and will manage the kingdoms of Qaisar and Kasra, 
non-believers (kuffar-e-Makkah) used to make fun of Hazrat Abu Hurayra (R). 
And we all know that it happened and this same Suhabi Abu Hurayra (R) of 
Aanhazrat (sw) was alive and was eye witness of this success of Aanhazrat (sw) 
and his Jamaat (Islam). 

Mr. or Mrs. No Name, I mentioned above only two facts for you so that you can 
understand that all “Elahi Jama’ats” and all messengers of Allah are always weak 
and had very few or no resources at the beginning of their God given mission. 
Therefore, never confuse yourself and others with the question about numbers 
of believers of Hazrat Abdul Ghuffar Sahib (atb). I hope and pray that may Allah 

http://www.alghulam.com/


guide you and your loved ones soon and you do not leave this temporary world 
as “fasiq” (disobedient of Allah). Aamin ! 

Now, I will come towards your questions and I will try my best to answer your 
questions according to my knowledge and I will be very brief as you requested. 
Your questions in your own words as you typed (although there are 
many typing errors but I will copy them as you sent without any 
changes) are listed as follow in black and my answers can be found below your 
questions in blue color:  

Q1- I noticed that in your speeches and interviews you always talk against 
jamaat Ahmadiyya and Khualafa-e- Ahmadiyya , one or two times is ok but 
repeation is does look good , we are living a well recognized society.Instead of 
blaming you should tell people about your plans and tell people how you will 
make a big change in this world. i could not understand that how you are 
wasting a lot times for liers, according to you.  

Ans.: No one of us, of course including our Imam Abdul Ghaffar Sahib (atb) are 
enemies of these “Intikhabi Khulfa”. We all know that there was room for them 
(see the book Alwasiyyat) according to Hazrat Mehdi (as). And they were there 
to manage  Jamaat until this Promised Maseh, Zaki Ghulaam or Musleh Maud 
comes. We are trying to present and then correct the wrong beliefs of Ahmadis 
(both our Qadiani and Lahori brothers and sisters) which are against the 
teachings of Quran, Aanhazrat (sw) and Hazarat Mehdi (as).  

To answer the next part of your question, Ghaffar Sahib is mentioning all his 
work and responsibilities in his speeches and sermons, openly. How and when it 
will be achieved is not known to us. Allah knows the best how long it will take.  

Q2 - I noticed in your Bait forms that you granting people that if someone wants 
to hide his bait its OK , My question is that Did GOD tell you to give 
this permission that  someone can hide his religion and faith ? I heard Hazart 
Masehe Maood said that you can't hide your faith even if you are killed. And 
especially in Euorpe and other countries where there is no need to hide it . I am 
sure that GOD don't like hipocracy. Quran forbid us for these actions.| can't 
believe that you are given this permission from God. 

Ans.: Hazrat Sahib (atb) is not asking people to hide their “Baits”. Many people 
like this aajiz (myself) are example for you. But some people are afraid of 
Nizaam-e-Jamaat Qadian side that their names might be announced in different 
mosques around the world and that will destroy their relationships with others. 
My personal opinion is that all our relationships should be for Allah Ta’ala. But 
some people are weak and can not control it. Also, keep in mind that in early 
days of Islam all Muslims were praying and reading Quran-e-Kareem secretly 



until Hazrat Umar (R) became Muslim. We all know that and I am sure you are 
aware of this too. This is not hypocrisy  but given a facility to those people who 
are afraid of sudden loss of their relationship but I did not care and lost all my 
best friends from many years but what I found after believing this messenger of 
Allah. (Please read News number 53 and 76 from alghulam.com)  Jazak Allah !   

Q3- You said that Khalifa Sani is liar and not ture MuslehMaood. Can you please 
send me compassion your achievements from the time you claimed ( count total 
# of years ) and Khalifa Sani's achievements  

Ans.: Please start listening Sermons from beginning from our website and you 
will know what Hazrat Sahib (atb) has achieved. The biggest achievement he has 
is that he is delivering the truth which was not presented to us since 1914. 
Secondly, he has challenged to all ulma of both groups of Ahmadis but no one 
came for discussion on this topic of Musleh Maud from last 20 plus years. Keep in 
mind that these Ulma have no answers to his (atb) questions and will not be able 
to answer him till the day of judgment because Allah gave this knowledge to 
Ghaffar Sahib (atb) and when Allah gives any knowledge to someone then no 
one can compete this person. Look at the history of messengers of Allah.    

Q4- If Jammat Ahmadiyya is taking Chandas and people are giving with their 
happiness so what is wrong. You are also asking for Chanda. Someone can say 
that you are also money hunger. 

 Ans.: I can guarantee you that the Chandajaat Hazrat Mehdi (as) started were 
enough to do the work properly. We never needed 50 plus chandajaat. Of course 
when some major project (like buildg a mosque, etc.)  is started and there is 
nothing left in “Khazana” then further help is needed and that is fine but making 
something permanent is not understandable. I will request you to count the 
annual revenue of Jamaat Ahmadiyya Qadian side and then count the expenses 
and I am sure you will find a big surplus, now ask them where this surplus is 
going every year from last 98 years. By the way, Hazrat Mehdi (as) and Khalifa 
Awwal (r) were publishing all figures every month for member’s information but 
after 1914 this monthly disclosure was disappeared. Why ????? Do not say that it 
is difficult to publish now because Jamaat has grown way more than it was in 
1914. If Khalifa Awwal (r) can publish mothly report of Khazana when there were 
about three hundred thousands ahmadis world the wide with out any computers 
then why we can not publish now with extremely sophisticated computers and 
with so many volunteers accountants ?????  I am sure that your budget is not 
bigger than Coca Cola company and see this company discloses it’s every thing 
every three months. Why you do not do this ????? Please do it at least for your 
own members or Jamaat. 

In our Jamaat Ahmadiyya Islah Passand, any body can ask questions and will get 
the true answer about anything. Our Imaam (atb) do not take any monthly 



allowance from “Khazana”. Most of the time, he does not even knows our budget 
because a committee (few people) is managing it. Once, Ghaffar sahib (atb) 
asked us if it is okay to help some one financially to buy something (I do not 
want to disclose his name) and I requested Hazoor (atb) that this does not 
require our approval, you can do this without consulting us because you are our 
Imaam. He (atb) said because he is one of my relatives and I thought it is 
important to ask you people because “mashawarat” was Aanhazrat’s (sw) 
“sunnat”. I am witness of this fact.  Now, you see the difference. This is just one 
of many facts I can mention here. 

Q5 . Tell me some Taeedat of God with you . Give me at least  15 Taeedat which 
has been fullfilled and 15 predictions which will be proved in future with expected 
dates.  

 Ans.: When Hazrat Isa (as) came in Bani Israel this same question was asked 
again and again by “Yahood” like all other messengers of Allah. When these 
“mursaleen” presented them something they said that they are magicians. I do 
not have time to present you 15 “Taeedat” but I will present you two here and 
one I presented to you above (see answer #3 above). So total three. By the 
way, one sign is enough if you have Taqwa in your heart.  

Hazar Mehdi (as) said (these are my words) that when this Maud Zaki Ghulam 
(promised one) will come many earthquakes and floods will come and there will 
be big destruction all over the world.  Also wars will be started from Middle East 
and it will destroy many countries. Now, can you present any twenty years time  
in the history of mankind where destruction was more than the destruction due 
to floods and earthquakes in last 20 years. Also show me the more destruction in 
middle east than the destruction happened due to wars in this region in last 20 
years. For your kind information more than twenty millions people have suffered 
due to these two reasons, I just mentioned above. Now, my question is: can you 
show me this kind of destruction due to wars in Middle east or flood and 
earthquakes in the world during Khalifa Sani Sahib ???? Are these not  true signs 
for you ???? 

Secondly, Hazrat Abdul Ghaffar Sahib (atb) has completed his 23 years after his 
claim of Mamoor Minallah, Mujadid and Zaki Ghulam-e-Masehuzzaman. Quran’s 
Sura Al Haaqqa ver. 45 to 48 and Hazrat Mehdi’s (as) challenge in Arbaeen 
number 4 Rohani Khazain Vol. 17 page 434 are witnessing that Hazrat Abdul 
Ghaffar sahib (atb) is true messenger/Mujadid appointed by Allah. Are you still 
looking for “Taeedaat”?????? 

Q6 - Instead of repetition of hate against Ahmadiyya jamat you can prove it by 
telling your future plans , achievements and your successes . Because Actions 
are always very loud instead of creating a haste ism. You and other people are 
living in a very educated and organized society and God does not like hate-ism. 



 Ans.: We do not hate anyone. We try to correct your wrong beliefs. We are 
actually your best friends. You will know, for sure, on the day of judgment. Also, 
please see my answer to your question # 1 above. 

Q7- Sorry to say but in your speeches there is a hate-ism but you will 
never heard that kind of words from Khulafa e Hazrat Maseehe Maood. This is 
the big difference between your Jamaat and Ahmadiyya Jamaat. 

 Ans.: The obvious and only difference is wrong beliefs. Like I said we do not 
hate your ulma or Khulfa we are just trying to correct them. Previous 
messengers of Allah corrected other’s wrong beliefs during their times and they 
all were also facing the same kind of blames. Their non-believers said the same 
thing that you are creating hatred in our society but we all know that they were 
actually their best friends.  (please read my article on this topic to find out what 
are your wrong beliefs. It is news #56 in www.alghulam.com) 

Q8- Number of your followers till todays date. Today is Feb. 10,2013 

 Ans.: Numbers should not be important or criteria to accept “Mamooreen 
Minallah”. Just imagine, if you were present when Isa (as) or Aanhazrat (sw) or 
Hazrat Mehdi (as) came as messengers of Allah and you were there asking this 
same question about number of believers so that you can judge them by number 
of their followers. Just for your knowledge, Isa (as) attracted only 12 people and 
one of them sold him (as) to Yahood to get some money and second left him 
(as) and ran away. Aanhazrat (sw) worked day and night to convey the message 
of Allah to his (sw) people but after very hard work of first thirteen years only 
less than 125 people (including children and women) accepted him (sw). Hazrat 
Mehdi (as) presented his claim as Mujadid in 1885 to this world and in 1889 after 
getting permission from Allah Ta’ala first time accepted “Bait” and it was after 
about 10 years of writing unparalleled and fantastic book “Braheen-e-
Ahmadiyya” and only 40 people accepted him on this “Bait”. And we all know 
that they all were true in their claims and also we all know what happened after 
that time.   

Anyways, we have Jamaats in many countries now but we are not in thousands 
yet. Allah Ta’ala gave permission to Ghaffar sahib (atb) to take “Bait” on 25 Oct 
2007 and since than we are growing. Ahmadi and some non-ahhmadis also have 
accepted him (atb).  

Q9- I heard that you were used to for somking ? it is right ? I heard that Hazart 
Maseeh Maood forbid from smoking.  

 Ans.: Again, this is not a crieteria to judge a claimant of Mamoor Minallah 
according to Quran or Ahadith. For your knowledge, I want to mention two great 
Nabi Ullah of their times. One was Hazrat Khizr (as) and second was Hazrat Musa 



(as). They both killed one person each with their own hands and Quran-e-
Kareem is witness on both of these incidents.   I have addressed your smoking 
concern couple of times before as well in the email debate with some of your 
ulma and some of you. Anyways, for the information of new readers, I will repeat 
it. Hazrat Musa (as) punched a person in his youth from his nation so heavily that 
he died. It is recorded in Quran-e-Kareem. According to the law of the land then 
and now it is called murder and court will convict this kind of person with criminal 
record but Allah gave this Nabi a very high status and gave him His book and 
made him not an ordinary Nabi but "Shariyyati Nabi". I am sure at that time Bani 
Israel and followers of "Firaon" said that this man can not be messenger of God 
because he has killed one of our men. If Allah can make Musa (as) who was 
murderer in the eyes of his (as) nation and Allah can give Nabowwat to Hazrat 
Khizr (as) who also killed a young kid then why this same Allah can not make 
Hazrat Abdul Ghaffar sahib (atb) an already promised Mujadid and Zaki Ghulam. 
Pleas do not try to control Allah Ta'ala. He does not like it. If Ghaffar sahib (atb) 
has smoked in his young age then it can not disqualify him of becoming Mamoor 
Minallah. can you give me even one reference from Quran, Ahadith and Hazrat 
Mehdi's (as) books to prove that an ex-smoker can not become Nabi, Rasool or 
even Mujadid. we all will wait for this. You can get help from your  Murabbian and 
even Muftee-e-silsila sahib. Zalika Fazlullahe Yoti-e-manyasha ! you can not 
instruct Allah. Can you????? 

Q10-  Are you reformer for only Jammat Ahmadiyya or all of the world. You send 
letter to Khulafa -e - Ahmadiyya did you send letters to other Jammat's leaders 
like Suni, shiea etc. why you wrote letters to Khulaf-e- Ahmadiyya only. If you 
send letters to other leaders why you are not posting those letters to the website.  

Ans.: This Maud Muhammadi Isa Ibn-e-Maryyam or Zaki Ghulam was supposed 
to come after Hazrat Mehdi (as) according to Ahadith of Aanhazrat (sw) and then 
according to eleven “Ilhamaat” of Hazrat Mehdi (as) till 6th/7th Nov. 1907. Just 
like Aanhazrat (sw) came for the entire world, all his (sw) Ilhami Khulfa (Khilafat 
ila Minhajay Nabowat  including Hazrat Mehdi (as) and this Zaki Ghulam (atb)) 
are for the whole world not just for Ahmadi or for Asia or Germany, etc. These all 
Mujadideen are in fact Khilafat ila Mihajay Nabowat (see Tafseer done by Hazrat 
Mehdi (as) of Al Imraan ver. 82, 83 and also of Al noor ver. 56 and almost 
everywhere the world khilafat came Hazoor (as) mentioned that these Mujajideen 
are in fact Khilafat ila Minhajay Nabowat ). Please do not confuse yourself with 
wrong interpretation done by your ulma. No one knows Quran better than Nabi 
Ullah Hazrat Mehdi (as) because he is “Hakam and Aadil” of the time.  
 
Do not worry we will fight against all wrong beliefs and these Shia, Sunni, 
Yahood, Christian, hindu, etc. are also in our list. First priority is the Jamaat and 
believers of Hazrat Mehdi (as). These people should be corrected, first and then 
we all will fight against the wrong beliefs of others with God given knowledge. 
Insha Allah Ta’ala!  
 



Then you write in an other email (following are also your own 
words): 
 
 
Please dont mind of many questions and beg you to reply of all my questions. 
Q11-  
In one of letter posted on your website dated Sep.2,2012 You are saying to Mr No Name why he 
is hiding his name and you are saying alot to him. But you are promoting the same thing in your 
followers by giving them permission to hide their baits, in otherwords they are hiding thier names 
from other people. Did same letter will apply to your followers too or not if not why ? There are 
contradictions in  your sayings. you posted letter is attached with this email, its a old letter and 
may be you have forgotten.   
  
Ans.: See my answer to your question#2 above and that will answer this question partially. 
Hazrat Sahib (atb) is not promoting this habit of hiding names of followers or asking them to do 
so. Can you tell us, what will be the benefit to us as Jamaat if any of our member is hiding his or 
her name. Some people are weak and wanted to keep it confidential and that is okay. For further 
detail please see my answer #2 above. 
 
I also want to mention here that when someone asks questions to other person, it is his or her 
moral duty to tell his /her name so that the person answering can address him or her properly. 
But I think you and previous no mame person do not have even very basic moral character. I am 
sorry to say this but it looks like a fact.  
 
Then in an other email you asked this question#12 as follow: 
 
Question #12 - Why your beard is not same as Hazarat Maseehe Maood , if you are true lover , 
why you have French beard  
  
Ans.: Hazrat Sahib (atb) does not have normal full “Dardhi (beard).He (atb) has 
not make his beard as French beard but he has a French cut or short beard by 
birth “Alhamdulillah”.   
 
Mr. or Mrs. Rbwawqadian remember “ Islam main Dardhi hay Dardhi main Islam 
Nahin”. We all know what these “Dardhi Walay” are doing these days. Maulvi 
Muhammad Hussain Batalvi also had very long Dardhi and these days 
thousands “fasiqeen” Mullah have nice, very shiny and very long dardhian. Will 
you enter in their baits, because of their beautiful Dardhian??? Abu Jahal Also 
had nice long Dardhri but we all know what was behind his Dardhri. 
 
One last point on your demand of Dardhi. Just imagine if this Maud Mujadid and 
Musleh Maud was selected by Allah Ta’ala from Indonesia or Mlaishiya or China 
(because we also have Hazrat Mehdi’s (as) “zuuriyyat” (believers) from these 
nations) then people like you had no chance to accept him because most of them 
do not even have “Dardhian” and how can they grow. 
 
Hazrat sahib (atb) has answered all these objections. Please watch his 
presentations and sermons. Specially watch sermon #17 from our website.  
 



Then you write in an other email (following are also your own 
words as well): 
 
Q.#13  
 
Abdul Ghafoor Sahib, 

 First of all you have no answers of my questions,, this thing is satisfying 
me that Khalifa Sani is the true Musleh Mauood. Proof of it 
is attached. In Tazakara Hazarat Maseeh Maoud is saying that God give him son within 9 years 
after his pashgoee. You are claiming after more than hundred years. Please don't say now that 
Ahmadies changed the Tazaka. 
What you say about it ? .  
  
What you take the meanig of Zurit and Tukhm. You always said that Zurit means Rohani , what 
you say about Tukhm , if someone say to othe that your child is my tukhm, there wil be a big 
trouble. So clarify me. you know what i mean it can be apply me and you too if someone say 
same thing to our kids.  
  
Ans.: We have replied and explained many times about this writing of Hazoor 
(as) about 9 years time. I will request you to read Articlr #52 from our website 
and you will find the truth., Insha Allah Ta’ala! 
 
Now I will address your concern about Zuriat and “Tukham”. Peshghoi of 
Feb.,20, 1886 was about two people, one was his son (from his tukham(seed) 
and second person was Zaki Ghulam (Musleh Maud) who was coming later from 
his Jamaat (zuriat) because Ilhamaat and glade tidings from Allah Taala about 
this Muslah Maud continued till 6/7 Nov. 1907 (total of 9 Ilhamaat after the birth 
of Mirza Bashir Uddin Mehmood Ahmad sahib).  
 
Hazoor (as) thought that this “peshghoi “ is about one person but Allah Ta’ala 
told Hazoor (as) about this fact by “Ilhaam” that this peshghoi was about two 
people not one (see page 109 “Hashia” of Tadhkirah) Also watch Hazoor’s 
(atb) latest Friday sermon dated Feb. 22, 2013. 
 
You want to know the difference between physical children (aulaad) and Zurriat 
(spiritual children or Jamaat) of any Nabi Ullah. I am sure you have no problem in 
understanding that physical children are all come in “Jismani Aulaad” like you 
and your siblings (if any) are your father’s physical children. Now, I can tell you 
that all believers of any Nabi or Rasool is his Zurriat like all Muslims (of course 
good practicing) are Zurriat of Aanhazrat (sw) or all true Ahmadis are also zurriat 
of Hazrat Mehdi (as). 
In this regard, I will request you to read Hazoor’s (as) own writings who was 
“Hakam or Adal” of the time. For your convenience, I am writing few references 
below: 
 
1)Rohani Khazain Vol. 1 page 655 
2)Rohani Khazain Vol. 3 page 166 



3)Rohani Khazain Vol. 3 page 442 
4)Rohani Khazain Vol. 15 page 274 
5) Malfoozaat vol. 2(old edition) page 102 
 
I have about five more references to prove that Hazoor(as) always used the word 
“Aulaad” for his physical children and “Zuriyyat” (or Rohani Aulaad) for his 
believers or Jamaat.   
 
Mr. or Mrs. Rabwahqadian, I hope I gave all answers of your 13 questions as per 
your request. I am just a humble servant of our Jam’at. I requested Hazoor (atb) 
that I want to answer all these questions and Hazoor(atb) accepted my request. I 
also want to mention here that Hazoor’s (atb) schedule is extremely busy and at 
the moment we do not have many resources to utilize.  
 
Again, I will encourage you to read our website www.alghulam.com. Hazrat 
Sahib (atb) has made it easy for us to understand these disputed areas. Insha 
Allah, you will not find anything there which is against the teaching of Quran, 
Aanhazrat (sw) and Hazrat Mehdi (as). 
 
Last but not least advice to you is to read Quran-e-Kareem regularly and learn 
the history of messengers of Allah came in different times and how their nations 
or people treated them. Also read your emails again after reading Sura Yaseen 
especially ver.31 and 32. 
 
May Allah guide you and many more like you to the right path. Aamin ! 
 
Wassalam, 
 
Khaksaar 
 
Syed Maulood Ahmad 
Toronto, Canada 
Feb.20, 2013 


